Komaki Sightseeing

Information

(Sightseeing Information at Komakiyama Minami entrance board)
¡Welcome to Komaki!
Komaki City is a city blessed with many historical resources, rich cultures, nature including the
historical site Komakiyama.
"Komakiyama" symbol of Komaki City is attracting attention due to the discovery of castle base built
by Oda Nobunaga in recent excavation surveys , became clear that it is the root of the modern castle.
In addition, Komaki City is also known as the birthplace of "Nagoya Cochin" local chicken brand.
※The sightseeing spots introduced on this page are based on the information posted on the Komaki
sightseeing guide board in Komakiyama Minamiguchi which was established in February 2018.
Mama Kannon
It is an unusual temple in Japan, opened on May 15, 1508 (5th year of Eisho era ). It is said that
Senju Kannon God at main temple Honjin is beneficial for the wish of women's infant breastfeeding,
Still there are signposts of " Mama Kannon no michi " (Way to Mama Kannon)."
Address：Mama honmachi 152, Komaki
Parking： Parking free (14 cars)

Komaki Shinmeisha Shrine
Komaki Shinmesha shrine located in the east of Komakiyama, transferred by Oda Nobunaga from
the Misono Shinmei Shrine at Kiyosu, as well as the city developed around the castle was relocated
to the actual place in the castle.
On the third Saturday and Sunday of August every year, the festival of Akiba is held in Komaki
Shinmeisha. On Saturday night four floats decorated with lanterns parade around the town while
playing traditional music. On the following Sunday, 4 floats are settled in the precincts of
Shinmeisha having fun with Karakuri dolls performs following the rhythm of traditional music.
Address：Komaki 5-153 , Komaki
Please use public transportation

Menard Art Museum
Nihon Menard Cosmetics Company was opened in Komaki City in 1987 by Mr.&Mrs Nonogawa, as
part of cultural contribution artwork collected over 20 years,. Collections include more than 1,500
Western paintings, Japanese paintings, Japanese western paintings, sculptures, crafts, antique arts,
etc. There are exhibitions tailored to the theme from time to time.
Address：Komaki 5- 250, Komaki
Parking： Parking free、(13 cars)
Park Arena Komaki
Besides the main arena and sub arena, it is a full-scale sports park with a total gymnasium with a
training room, an artificial grass soccer ground equipped for night matches. There is also a play room
where children can enjoy playing securely with sand, slides, etc.
Address：Mamahara shinden 737, Komaki
Parking： Parking free (400 cars)
Tagata Shrine
Mitoshi no gami , rice and cereal harvest God and Tama hime, secure child birth God ,are enshrined.
in Tagata Shrine.
The harvest festival (Houen Festival) is held every March 15, and a 60 cm in diameter and 2 m long
huge male symbol shape newly carved every year a from Japanese cypress, is carried on a portable
shrine by parade men and offered with prayers for a good harvest, the flourishing of all natural
things and prosperous descendants. The sight of all this has led to the festival becoming widely
known as one of the world's strangest festivals, and on the day the temple grounds are filled with
visitors from overseas.
Address： Tagata cho 152, Komaki
Parking： Parking free (50 cars)

Park Shiki no Mori
It is a place with green zones where children as well as adults can have fun.
Also there are grass sliding, Wan Paku adventure plaza, mini zoo for small children , disc and grass
golf grounds, etc.
Address：Oaza Ookusa 5786-1, Komaki
Parking： Parking free (550 cars)

Komaki Thermic Pool
Big thermic pool next to Komaki Iwakura Ekolu Center which use the steam produced there to warm
up the pool. There are 7 types of pools and 3 sliders.
Address： Oaza Noguchi 2394-3, Komaki
Parking：

Parking

free (500 cars)

Sightseeing Information at Komaki Station
Sightseeing Information at Komakiyama Minamiguchi

Please visit Sightseeing Information at Komakiyama Minamiguchi
Address：Chuo 1-260, Komaki
Please use public transportation

